
FILM SCREENINGS AT THE PARK TAVERN, MACCLESFIELD

www.picturesinthepark.net

WE SHOW FREE FILMS IN OUR BOUTIQUE 
CINEMA UPSTAIRS THREE TIMES A WEEK; 
JUST ASK FOR YOUR TICKET AT THE BAR!

OCTOBER 2018 LISTINGS

Get Out
Thu 25th October



THE AGE OF SHADOWS
11th October
Action Drama  ·  140 mins  ·  South Korea  ·  2016

In the late 1920s, the Korean resistance movement works to evade 
Japanese agents seeking to stop them from smuggling in explosives to 
destroy key Japanese facilities in Seoul, only to find themselves in the 
crosshairs of a talented Korean detective whose history as a collaborator 
may be undone if they can make him sympathetic to their cause

A docile woman reassesses her marriage after her husband reconciles 
with his irresponsible daughter from a previous relationship following 
a serious health scare and makes her the sole beneficiary of his 
inheritance, finally spurring his dutiful wife to take action to ensure the 
financial stability of her own impoverished son and grandchildren

ELENA
4th October
Drama  ·  109 mins  ·  Russia  ·  2011

This unique and highly acclaimed ‘social horror’ follows a young 
African-American meeting the parents of his white girlfriend for the first 
time during a weekend visit. His initial discomfort about the awkward 
reception he receives soon tilts into paranoia that something more 
sinister may be afoot as he begins making some disturbing discoveries.

GET OUT
25th October
Horror  ·  104 mins  ·  USA  ·  2017

THURSDAYS 8pm
The finest independent & world cinema

This lightly fictionalised retelling of the 1923 Rosewood massacre in 
Florida focuses on Mann, a mysterious World War I veteran who arrives 
in the predominantly black town of the title and promptly falls in love, 
blissfully unaware that a single lie by a resident of a neighbouring town 
is about to ignite the racial tensions bubbling under the surface

ROSEWOOD
18th October
Historical Drama  ·  140 mins  ·  USA  ·  1997
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SATURDAYS 8pm
A varied range of cinematic classics

When the new Sheriff discovers the victim of a shark attack on the 
shores of tourist hotspot Amity Island, the local business community 
is reluctant to close the money-making beaches until a second victim 
results in a wave of shark hunters eager to kill the creature

Easygoing slacker Jeff ‘The Dude’ Lebowski is mistaken for a 
millionaire with the same name by a bunch of nihilists seeking 
repayment of a debt, forcing him on a bizarre journey with his 
bowling buddies seeking amends for the rug they urinated on

JAWS
13th October

THE BIG LEBOWSKI
6th October

Adventure Thriller  ·  124 mins  ·  USA  ·  1975

Surrealist Crime Comedy  ·  117 mins  ·  USA  ·  1998

Disney’s retelling of a Chinese folktale of a fearless young girl who 
disguises herself as a boy in order to join the army defending against the 
invading Huns in order to spare her father from the same responsibility

MULAN
27th October - 3pm Matinee

Animated Adventure  ·  88 mins  ·  USA  ·  1998

A loving couple lose their house due to the annoying technicality of being 
dead, but when their attempts to scare away the gauche new inhabitants 
backfire they are forced to seek out the talents of Beetlejuice, ‘the ghost 
with the most’, unprepared for the whirlwind of chaos he brings with him

BEETLEJUICE
27th October
Fantasy Comedy  ·  92 mins  ·  USA  ·  1988

This seminal crime thriller pits De Niro and Pacino against one another 
as a professional bank robber and the dogged detective hot on his tail, 
respectively, with the latter employing both his wits and his similarities 
to his prey to take down the crew before they carry out their final big job

HEAT
20th October

Crime Drama  ·  170 mins  ·  USA  ·  1995
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A college dropout is left a windfall when his grandmother dies, 
unaware she was the target of an increasingly desperate conman

(CRIME THRILLER)
30th September
93 mins  ·  You may like it if you like: No Country for Old Men

30th Sep

JIRO DREAMS OF SUSHI
7th October
81 mins  ·  USA  ·  2011

In the basement of a Tokyo office building is Sukiyabashi Jiro, a 
restaurant run by 85-year-old sushi master Jiro Ono, who seeks to 
create the perfect piece of sushi while readying his son to take over

When their parents fail to pick them up for winter break, two girls 
find themselves stuck alone at their isolated boarding school… but 
a dark force is lurking in this dread-inducing spine-chiller

(HORROR)
28th October
93 mins  ·  You may like it if you like: The Blair Witch Project

A middle-aged couple whose marriage has long since atrophied are 
both covertly conducting affairs, but neither seem certain about fully 
committing to their illicit partners in this droll relationship comedy

(ROMANTIC DRAMEDY)
14th October
97 mins  ·  You may like it if you like: It’s Complicated

THE POSSIBILITIES
ARE ENDLESS
21st October
83 mins  ·  USA  ·  2014

This abstract, sensory approach to the documentary form looks at 
the recovery of Edwyn Collins, an acclaimed Scottish songwriter who 
suffered a stroke that effectively deleted language from his brain

SUNDAYS 8pm
Alternate Cinevangelist / Documentaries

DOCUMENTARIES IN THE PARK:
A curated selection of excellent feature-length documentary films

CINEVANGELIST:
Amazing and underrated films of all genres that you’ve probably 
never heard of; the titles stay secret to preserve the surprises!
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